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1 Introduction
The best effort approach is typical for Internet data transmission since the early days. New
kind of services, different application requirements, and real time data transport asked for
a change in this model. ATM networks introduced several years ago included a Quality of
Service model aimed to solve at least some of these requirements. However, the theoretical
results in this field were too difficult to implement and nowadays ATM technology is used
in backbones (if at all), but definitively not to user’s end machines and the QoS must be
achieved by other means.

The "end to end” argument used in computer networks till now limits more complicated
network services. It is time to find architectures not limited by this approach and one of
them may be the active (or programmable) networks approach. If we simplify the com-
puter network as a set of end stations, network elements (routers or switches) and passive
links among them, active network allows transported data to actively change functionality
of network elements. This is not as revolutionary idea as it seems. More complicated net-
work services requested network element activity more earlier then active networks idea
emerged. Typical example of these protocols is multicast - data packets are replicated in-
side the network on network elements - or MPLS, with egress routers labeling different
dataflow packets.

Very important feature of active networks is their flexibility. New network services and
protocols can be implemented easily and quickly and problem with differences between
simulator results and real production network, which was fatal in deployment of quality
of service in ATM networks may be eliminated. The role of the prototype system and
environment for understanding new network protocols and services by its implementation
makes active networks very attractive for research, as well as for educational purposes.

2 Architectures
The basic model of active network is that network is created by active nodes (routers,
switches) connected by passive links. Active node is a node with possibility to execute
program code of the third party (user, application).

The basic criterion lies in the way how active code is spread to the active nodes[1]:

– architecture of active nodes - the program code is injected to node separately of data
packets,

– architecture of active packets - the program code is included in data packets,
– architecture of active packets and active nodes - combination of both previous archi-

tectures.
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2.1 Active nodes

The code is injected to the nodes separately of the data packets. The code can be realized
as built-in functions or during the opening phase of data transfer. Advantage of this archi-
tecture is that the code is injected only once and it implies that the length of program code
is not critical. Disadvantage is the necessity to inject the code before data transmission,
which means larger delays and lesser flexibility.

2.2 Active packets

Each data packet contain the program code, which is extracted on active node and executed
on the data part of packet. This access is flexible and clear, the data packets in one data
transmission can be processed by different programs, the node must be able "only" to
extract the code and execute it. Disadvantage is in the number of transmitted data (large
overhead), the total length of packet is increased and the length of program in packet is
strictly limited (must be very short).

2.3 Active packets and active nodes

This combination of both previous architectures makes possible to use more complex
programs and be flexible enough thank to program command or parameters in data packets.

3 Models and implementation
For every model, every implementation, there are two basic challenges-to be so safe and so
fast as traditional networks. It is not too little, if we accept the fact that the code executed on
routers/switches migrate with data through the network and may have nontrivial demands
on network resources.

Since 1995, when the concept of active networks started to be developed, lot of models and
implementations for each of the above mentioned architectures were created and imple-
mented. For active packets special languages were designed, e.g., PLAN [2] or Netscript
[3]. PLAN (Packet Language for Active Packets) became a base for several models and
implementations.

The first of them, ANTS [4] was developed on MIT by SDS group. The goals of ANTS
developers were in fact the same as our goals. ANTS works with capsules and active nodes,
capsules are generalization of packets and include routines for processing (data transfer,
application)-it is similar to the connection message in our model and active nodes for
protocols execution with strict described node activity. System is implemented in Java and
runs as user-level process under Linux.

The second, DAN [5] model is dedicated to be realized on high-performance hardware
optimized for the purpose of this model. This is in fact the source of the main differences.
Moreover, the DAN model is based on distributed functions from code server, capsules can
obtain function identifiers, which will be realized. The code server with function database
is important part of this system.
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The third, PRONTO [6] model developed ad AT&T Research laboratories is a system of
active nodes built on Linux operating system, i.e., the active node is based on noncom-
mercial operating system. Facilities in Pronto are divided into generic facilities, execution
environment, and interface between them. The Pronto platform consists of a set of kernel
modules and a user level library, with defined API to access these facilities.

4 Our active network model
We have developed an active network architecture using active nodes and we are working
on implementation of this architecture using software routers based on NetBSD (Unix) op-
erating system. The software routers are widely used in our metropolitan area network and
represent a general programmable platform. We are looking for a model which permits
not only new network protocols tailored to new applications, but gives us possibility to
implement new QoS capabilities in the environment of connectionless networks. Highly
variable demands to the network functionality were the main argument for the develop-
ment of this new model. The proposed network architectures uses a connection oriented
approach. While a full scale connection-oriented approach for all individual streams cross-
ing the wide area network is a fiction, as proved by problems of ATM QoS model, the
premium quality of service requirements cannot be achieved without using at least a little
bit of connection oriented approach.

Active router plays a key role in our model. It is a network element which is able to recog-
nize active packets and to process them. The processing of active packets has two disjoint
phases. The first one is connection establishment and management. This phase includes
initial load of user functions onto the routers along the path between source and desti-
nation address or addresses and execution of bookkeeping functions. The second phase,
initiated by the first one, represents the data packet processing itself. The active router
model extends the router functionality through a family of new protocols. The protocols
can be divided in two groups relating to two phases of the active packet processing -
protocols for network connectivity and program loading and those for processing loaded
programs. Security of this AN model is based on authentication and authorization proto-
cols and security properties of other used protocols.

The major distinction with respect to other connection-oriented approaches, where the
connection either cannot be dynamically re-established, or the parameters cannot be dy-
namically changed lies in the support of flexible changes in connection parameters. Within
our model, it is possible to change parameters as an atomic operation, thus overcoming a
danger of two separate steps in the highly parallel environment: it may not be possible to
construct a new path after the tearing of the already established one because a completely
independent connectivity request may consume all the just released resources. This type
of connectivity could be characterized as dynamic connection-oriented, changing itself in
time depending on the network behavior and the user changing requirements. For some
applications the programmable connection is all that is required and no active program is
needed.

Adapting a PC router to an active router means to introduce new features on the kernel and
user levels. On the user level, the authentication and authorization module must be added,
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together with the full environment for the connection and active programs including parts
of the resource management and statistics collection. On the kernel level, it is necessary
to change functionality of packet classifier (standard part of PC router) which recognizes
data packets of active connection, and also to add the active program scheduler. Our imple-
mentation uses the C language to implement both the user and kernel level modifications
and extension of the PC router.

5 Applications
Active networks provide an excellent development environment for new network protocols
and applications. The main areas of applications whose performance can be dramatically
increased via active network support are:

– Reliable multicast
– Multimedia applications
– Network and traffic management
– Mobile IP services

5.1 Multimedia applications

Multimedia applications, especially in real time (e.g. videoconferencing) use multicast
and real-time services. Combination of both these services poses challenge in current
Internet. For video and audio, the datastreams are sent from sender to receiver(s) and
in active networks, the data can be processed on active node with knowledge of link
bandwidth to the next hop and with the knowledge of data character and data coding.
The paradigm of reliability and quality of service is substituted by the paradigm ”do as
well as possible”. With the use of knowledge of protocols and coding of transmitted data,
active router can make the multimedia data flow to keep pace, i.e., to satisfy the delay
and jitter specifications. When congestion occurs and it is necessary to drop packets, the
knowledge of coding (i.e„ the semantics of individual packets and data within them) it
is possible to minimize perceived loss of transmission quality (e.g., visual problems in
MPEG videostreams can be reduced if I-frames are dropped first) [7]. This strategy can be
used for any data transmission which does not require absolute reliability and where some
loss of data can be tolerated. When transmitting sound, for example, the possible solution
is to buffer (cache) packets which represent e.g., 100 ms of sound. If more packets should
be buffered (e.g., for high congestion on the outgoing link), the oldest one can be dropped
as humans are much more adapted to tolerate some interrupts in transmitted sound then
to tolerate desynchronization (which must naturally occur if data re-transmission takes too
long time). Again, the decision when to drop packets can be made locally by an active
element within the network with knowledge of local transmission problems.

5.2 Reliable multicasting

Reliable multicast over the Internet is very difficult problem. One of the possible solu-
tions requires active role of routers in loss recovery [8]. By suppressing multiple NACKs
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routers control the NACK implosion problem. To reduce wide-area recovery latency and to
distribute the retransmission load, routers cache multicast data on best effort basis. Com-
bination of this techniques with multicasting data characteristics and coding, the active
reliable multicast can give us flexible and robust solution for reliable multicast problem.

5.3 Network and traffic management

Network and traffic management are very important activities whose correct and timely de-
ployment can heavily influence the overall network behavior and performance. However,
both are problems practically unsolvable without at least some support included within the
network itself. Active routers give us possibilities to solve both problems inside network
and to find local optimal values for parameters influencing network behavior. Smart pack-
ets project [9] introduced experimental technology for network management. Congestion
Control is a special case of network management, when a local action is usually necessary
to quickly react to changes in individual data flows. Active nodes can monitor the available
and consumed bandwidth and control the rate of individual data flows, transforming data at
congestion points, selectively dropping packets or multistream them. Another are is active
caching, where instead of placing large caches at specific points within the network, the
self-organizing wide area ”intelligent” network caches were suggested [10]

6 Exemplary application
Our research within the area of active networks was inspired by the need to find proto-
cols and networking arrangement for collaborative environment. Collaborative environ-
ment can be seen as three multimedia applications together - video, audio, and shared
workplace. For simplicity, we will suppose that this environment connects only two per-
sons, with logical point-to-point connection. We have three data streams with different
requirements to bandwidth and QoS (e.g., jitter, latency, ...). In current networks, all the
data will be processed across the network in the same way. In active network, third party
(e.g. user, application) could arrange different conditions for transmission of any of these
three dataflows through the network.

Let the first dataflow be video. Video is application which needs high bandwidth, only
small variations in jitter are allowed, and the datastream may have specific coding.

The second dataflow is made of audio. The specific feature of audio is that the delay
between packets must be lower than 20 ms for uninterrupted and smooth hearing. As
already noted above, one of possible active transmission models for audio is caching data
packets on active nodes. 20 ms is too strict requirement in many cases for retransmissions
of loosed packets directly from source, but if the retransmission may be satisfied from
previous active node (with respect to the logical active network topology), the 20 ms
requirement could be satisfied. Caching may thus make the audio data stream more smooth
and it may increase a perceived quality of sound especially in network with fast changing
congestion patterns.

In case of shared workplace it is necessary to transmit all data packets, however, the
required bandwidth is usually rather low and there are no additional special requirements
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(like delay or jitter). The whiteboard data packets are obviously the lowest priority packets,
but the overall network goodput can be again increased if caching similar to the scenario
introduced above for audio streams is used.

Additional complexity may be considered when taking into account that esp. the audio and
video streams are not fully independent. They must be somehow (weakly) synchronized,
otherwise the final impression at the destination may be completely unacceptable. Naive
idea may be based on suggestion that when we have audio and video data streams and
packets on the video stream must be dropped, the synchronized audio packets should be
dropped as well.. While being possible, the result would not be really good - ears are more
sensitive than eyes and loosed packets in audio are more appreciable. More sophisticated
protocols describing mutual inetraction of audio and video streams are necessary, but the
primary point here is the fact that even such complex behavior may be programmed within
the active element, leading thus to even better use of networking resources.

All the scenarios presented split the end-to-end (virtual) connection to several shorter ones.
The first virtual connection goes from the source to the first active element, then from
this first to the second and so on up to the last virtual connection between the last active
node and destination point. Each individual virtual connection can react to the changes
in network quality independently to the situation on other links and these changes in
transmission throughput and pace are much faster then when only the source can react
to changing network conditions. Active networks, whose elements are responsible for the
local fast reactions, can thus achieve much better utilization of available network resources
and contributes substantially to the perceived network performance.

When the collaborative environment is used by more than two users, it needs some kind
of point to multipoint transmission. Scalable solution used within current Internet for this
case is multicast, less scalable can be provided be one or several mirrors. In classical net-
works, routers spreading multicast data make two (or more) copies of data packets and
try to transmit them without any respect to available bandwidth on individual output inter-
faces. Active multicast can respect the fact of heterogeneity of interfaces, with knowledge
of data characteristics and coding can make optimal choice which packets should be trans-
mitted (and with which priority) and which can be easily dropped. It can even make a
re-coding of individual data streams: e.g., when the in-going data stream arriving on the
high capacity link is high definition TV (which requires up to 100 Mb/s of available band-
width) and there are two outgoing links, one with the same capacity as the ingoing link
and the second one with much smaller bandwidth (e.g., 10 Mb/s Ethernet). In this case,
the data stream to high capacity outgoing link is simply transmitted directly from the ingo-
ing stream, while for the second outgoing link the high definition TV stream is re-coded
to e.g., lower quality MPEG stream which could be easily transmitted on 10 Mb/s link
without the danger of continuous congestion (and if a congestion occurs, the knowledge
of MPEG data stream semantics can be used to drop the lest important packets).

7 Security and safety
Active networks are open systems for implementing intelligence to the network nodes.
Adding computing elements into the network implies a danger of substantial safety de-
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crease. It is necessary to reduce risk of mistakes in active code, to protect privacy, in-
tegrity, and availability, and to protect active elements from unintended or intended abuse
or malicious use. Programs on active nodes consume network resources and there is a
question who can and who cannot use these resources and to which extent. The techniques
of authentication are used [11]. Features of security and safety must be present already in
design of active network. The important question is the security and safety price in terms
of processing power required. Executing and transmitting packets on active nodes must
be as fast as possible and economical to node resources and it bounds possible safety and
security techniques. Some kind of simple pre-authentication is used, which can quickly
distinguish between definitively non-authorized users and those whose credential should
be inspected by more rigorous methods. Fast pre-authentication can reduce the risk of
denial of service and similar attacks to acceptable minimum, especially if it is accompa-
nied with active protection from attack. It was suggested to use active networks to actively
discover sources of denial of service attacks and to close directly the discovered sources,
reducing thus impact to the whole network (in theory, you can discover the source of such
an attack whenever the number of attacking packets is equal to the number of hops (active
elements) between source and attacked system. Active networks can thus not only use
passive protection schemes, they can ultimately increase the safety of the Internet.

8 High speed delivery context

In the previous text, the review of active network with their benefits and problems were
described. Increasing functionality and software complexity on core network elements is
used as very strong argument against their deployment for high speed networks, as oppo-
nents correctly points out that for bandwidths above gigabit per second even simple routing
represents serious performance problem without support of specialized and therefore very
costly hardware.

Network nodes hardware is currently represented by wide spectrum of devices ranging
from PCs with routing daemon, small dedicated routers and switches to powerful gigabit
backbone routers. These different models and architectures provide yet another argument
against wide use of active networks. However, using more detailed analysis, it is not too
difficult to find places, where active nodes can fulfil their beneficial role. The core of
gigabit backbones evidently is not the proper place, because of its homogeneous nature.
On the other hand, places where the network is heterogeneous, where different branches
have different bandwidth, are the best points for active element placement. Specialized
local networks, network infrastructure for mobile IP (esp. On egress where the change
of network bandwidth is the most prominent) and places on strategic network point for
traffic and network management are next natural candidates for inclusion of active network
elements.

The exemplary application introduced earlier had shown how individual dataflows can
be processed differently. The suggested processing leads to optimized data flow and the
whole amount of actually transmitted data may be substantially greater (due to the con-
gestion reduction or even elimination) than in classical network. Unfortunately, the load
on active elements (routers) will be much larger. We suggest to eliminate this drawback
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by using high number of active elements, creating active node farms directly connected to
the neighbor dumb networking elements. Each member of such active node farm would
process only limited number of data streams, but together they can keep pace with even
the highest data rates. And if the active elements are built on top of ordinary PCs, we see
the same pattern which currently draw out specialized supercomputers and replaces them
with clusters of PC. The same may happen with the advent of active networks, where such
farms can take over almost all functionality of traditional dumb network elements which
will remain only within deep core of super high speed networks.

The active node farms imposed within dumb computer networks can create logical active
supernetwork which can process high number of active data flows. Processing of each
flow can be programmed, the flows can be processed separately or in bunches (where
some synchronization between flows should be used, like with video and audio streams
from the same source). Total achieved throughput will be very high while the processing
(and throughput) power of each individual active element could be kept in cost sensitive
range. Active node farms can support aggregate bandwidth at the same level as the current
most advanced core networking elements.

9 Conclusion

Two seemingly contradictory approaches are gaining more interest of both research and
commercial community-the super high speed networks (tens of gigabits per second and
more) and active networks. It is usually claimed that the really high speed can be achieved
only on networks where the core elements (e.g., the optical routers) are just transmitting
packets without any attempt to analyze them. On the other hand, new services with defined
content-the (e.g., real-time voice or audio transmission, remote visualization, remote ac-
cess to special experimental devices or robots) require support from the core network to
be really efficient (and reliable within the time constraints they have). The paper presents
an idea of overlaid networks, where active node farms create an overlay on top of the basic
high speed "dumb" networks. Individual content based streams do not require super high
speed and can be independently combined within the high speed network where only very
simple quality of service can be assured. The active network can be specifically tailored
for a particular application and in any given time many such specific active networks (e.g.,
reliable multicast for audio only, specific support for a videoconference, a real-time video
delivery network or active network supporting multipoint access to large-scale distributed
computational experiment on the GRID) may overlay the high speed backbone.
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